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Practice exam question 

Merger or joint venture? 
Mark Hage 

Sample answer and examiner comments for the question on p. 5 of the magazine. 

Sample answer 
A global merger is where two separate businesses decide to become one single business, often to 
save costs and increase market competitiveness. As Burger King (BK) aim to increase growth, a 
merger with a local business such as successful Indian fast food chain Jumbo King (JK) will not only 
allow BK to take advantage of an already established network of fast food outlets at train stations, but 
take advantage of the local expertise and knowledge the managing director Dheeraj Gupta has 
gained. In consequence, BK will be able to add already successful food ranges such as vada pavs to 
the Paneer King Melt, potentially gaining very fast growth from the middle class young train users who 
may want to try different fast food to what they are used to. BK can also introduce this type of food into 
its more traditional restaurants, perhaps offering a range of products that has a competitive advantage 
over both other multinational corporations such as McDonald’s and local businesses. However, a 
merger normally involves two businesses of a similar size and clearly BK would be the dominant 
partner, which may cause diseconomies of scale. For example, Gupta may be used to be being able 
to make very quick decisions but in the newly merged business it is likely decisions will take 
significantly longer perhaps leading to a loss of the competitive edge gained from the merger and 
ultimately slower growth for BK. 

A joint venture is a separate business entity created by two or more parties, involving shared 
ownership, returns and risks, which may actually be a much better approach for BK and its growth 
objective. This is because the joint venture could establish Gupta as an equal partner, which is 
unlikely to happen in a merger, so allowing BK to benefit from his expertise in the local market while 
the venture benefits from the substantial financial resources of the multinational corporation. BK and 
JK could find common ground to run the joint venture, as both businesses are clearly keen on growth 
and BK would gain a USP in terms of its food offerings and unique siting of restaurants and outlets. 
For example, it is more likely that Gupta will be able gain local government approval to BK’s 
restaurants due to his local success, which will ensure growth and ultimately profits will be made 
quickly. However, BK may not set realistic objectives for growth for the new joint venture, and common 
goals of both businesses may not align sufficiently to ensure success in terms of the levels of growth 
returns BK is seeking.  

As BK are a late arrival to the Indian fast food market, they have both local competitors and other 
multinational competitors such as McDonald’s to deal with before achieving their objective of growth. 
The key to success in terms of growth for BK is to gain sufficient local expertise to create a 
differentiated product offering that gives a competitive edge over the two types of competitors. Merger 
can only really be a successful method of achieving this with a domestic partner that is of a similar 
size,, as it will become a takeover which risks losing the USP that BK needs to achieve growth with. A 
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joint venture with JK has the greater chance of success, as both parties wish to grow. The key to 
success is allowing sufficient flexibility for BK to benefit from the local knowledge and tried and tested 
food offerings while attracting the growing wealthy middle class with a range of fast foods that tempts 
them away from competitors. If the terms of a joint venture can achieve this balance, BK should see 
significant growth in the Indian market. 

Examiner comments 
Mark: 20/20 (Level 4 — an excellent response fully focused on the question) 

Excellent and detailed knowledge and understanding of merger and joint venture throughout the 
answer. Excellent application is shown through the use of appropriate context applied to the question. 
Analysis is well developed and coherent, and logical analysis is linked together, giving positive and 
negative causes and effects of each option in meeting Burger King’s objective of growth, using context 
based on qualitative and quantitative data. An evaluation of the most important competing arguments 
with context is used to support a judgement and recommendation as to which option is the likeliest to 
meet the objective of growth for a business. The conclusion looks at the situation a business may find 
itself in, reflecting a recommendation that takes into account the risks of just using one of the two 
options. 
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